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The first focused symposium on vehicle display was held at AMFPD’18 where numerous speakers discussed their view
toward future vehicle displays. Speakers from renown OEMs, Tier 1s and component suppliers participated in an active
panel discussion at the end of the symposium. For the first time in 25 years of the AMFPD conference the specific
technological and economical challenges of the automotive display value chain had been addressed extensively.
One of the outcomes of the panel discussion was that although OLED devices have a huge potential for automotive
applications, there are still some concerns regarding lifetime and reliability in the specific vehicle environment .
Nevertheless, the numerous advances in high resolution TVs and mobile devices raise hope for similar breakthrough
improvements in the automotive field.
The Special Symposium on Vehicular Displays at AMFPD’19 will focus on exciting developments paving the future of invehicle displays. The automotive industry is currently experiencing profound changes in its business environment, which
will also have a strong impact on design and requirements of the human-vehicular interface, specifically displays.
Presentations by renown leaders from OEMs, Tier 1, component suppliers and experts in academia will present recent
results and offer their view about future trends in the course of technical presentations and a subsequent panel discussion.
The organization and program committees of AMFPD’19 are convinced that the Special Symposium on Vehicular
Displays will provide an up to date guide on the recent developments in the automotive display value chain.

